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Welcome to a world where technology has sealed our fate and finally led to the World War. Those of us who made it are now
living in ruined cities behind steel gates that separate the cities from one another and from deadly creatures roaming the

wastelands. The only thing that stands between us and them are the remotely controlled war machines called ARMZ. But no
machine, no matter how powerful, would be of any use without YOU, its operator.

ArmZ VR is a hellishly dynamic wave shooter that allows you to become one with a huge, heavily-armed Battle Mech! Your
goal? To guard the city walls against constant attacks of horrifying human-machine hybrids. Be sure they’ll use all their skills,

weapons and won’t hesitate to sacrifice their life when needed, as unlike any living being, they’re not driven by a self-
preservation instinct but pure will to kill.
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You however have what your opponents don’t. ARMZ war machine that adapts to your preferred combat style. Not fancy of
sophisticated battle tactics, strategic thinking and planning three moves ahead? Grab those miniguns, start a barrage fire and
cover the battle field with a hail of bullets until no hostile creature is left with its head still sticking from above the ground.

“Rambo style” combat not your cup of tea? Good! Be sure your robotic arms are capable of way more than just pulling the
trigger. Use them, to get cover from bombs. Equip your mech with a harpoon to eliminate enemies from the distance. Drag

them, crush them, watch them bleed and throw away what’s left of them. Then enjoy observing what impact your little
horrifying show had on remaining enemies, that will literally freeze in fear. And once the situation on a battle field gets really

serious, wait for the hostile horde to come anyway near an explosive, then blow it and enjoy the mayhem.

And you better be ready to make a good use of your mech’s weapons and defensive skills at all times, as each opponent you’ll be
facing, starting from heavily-armored Guards having a shield and hammer at his disposal, to flying, bomb-throwing Jumpers,

has their own set of skills and combat strategies, challenging your wits and testing your tactical talents.

You can play the game standing, or sitting comfortably in a chair, but you must not forget to be constantly looking in different
directions and using both hands and weapons at the same time, as death can come from literally anywhere. So keeping your eyes

around your head will be crucial for your victory in combat. The same applies when properly deciding on which targets to
destroy first during the battle. The situation on the battlefield changes dynamically, so you need to be both quick and creative

when developing your offensive-defensive strategies.
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 Feel what it’s like to operate a huge, combat mech of the future!

 A dynamic, tactical wave shooter that will require you to bring your A game;

 Enjoy a set of different weapons designed to perfectly match your preferred combat strategy;

 Fight diversified opponents, each with their unique skills and combat style;

 Face your opponents in 6 levels set in three completely different environments;

 Defend, die, repeat. Improve your skills and make sure no nasty thing goes through those gates!

ArmZ VR is a result of a huge effort of a small independent development team, that’s entirely focused on one thing and one
thing only – to make VR gaming as immersive as possible. Reaching that goal won’t be possible without your support however.

So put on your VR goggles, grab those controls and help us make our game as great as it can possibly be!

The best way to reach us with your feedback, comments, suggestions, requests and whatnot, is via Steam forums, so feel free to
share your thoughts there. We look forward to hearing from you and see you on the battle field!
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Title: ArmZ VR
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Televisor
Publisher:
Televisor
Release Date: 28 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 64 bit

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1060 / AMD Radeon RX 480 or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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Its dead in the water, they took the money and ran.. Really wanted to like this game, especially the fact of a female protagonist.
However this title is far too short with not enough depth to it. 22 endings is nice but means little when the path to get to the
ending takes about 10 minutes.. Excellent horror game from the creators of Stasis and it's absolutely FREE. Highly recommend
to play it.. Fun game for toddlers and pre schoolers. Super short for those kids with short attention spans. Pretty graphics.
10\/10.. Boring !! bad story ,bad small game in it .♥♥♥♥♥♥ ending
not much to chose the dialogs from ,really its really bad even half a dollar is too much for it. The game is decent but i think the
price feels wrong. It's fun, don't get me wrong. But it's not so fun so the game deserve this price. And not to mention the fact
there is never anyone online so you can't play online. You have to play against computers. I recommend not to buy it, but if you
really want it go for it.. This game is really damn good. The team formula is amazingly enjoyable, but if you're not a fan you can
always go for the classic Free For All game mode.

Pros:

The stages have an AMAZING soundtrack. Sonic games usually have amazing soundtrack, and this one has incredible remixes,
IE Boo's house, Whale Lagoon and even the team boosts. I wish they'd stop using Reach for the stars as Sonic's theme though

Team play is such a fun and unique mechanic for a racing game. Slingshots and Skimboosts are really enjoyable to help your
team or have your team help you in a pinch. it feels like if someone is coming first he wont be there the entire race, because you
can send\/receive items which builds up your ultimate bar to go SUPER FAST

The stages are beautiful and well designed. albeit to you're own personally tastes. Most are short for a nice quick race, some are
long for intense chaotic racing.

The characters are lovable and just as you'd remember, except for some different voice actors for some, Though some are good,
others are a bit annoying. (Rogue sounds WAY too overly sexual with her moans and her flirtatious innuendos)

The wisps are a unique idea to use as items, they have more of a purpose as that than they do in a proper Sonic game.

Finally. The Character type Abilities are enjoyable. Speed having a burst when you perform a drift boost to destroy items is a
skillful way to keep ahead in the lead. Technical slowing down less on rough terrain gives you more choice to go those ways
when you don't have a luck based BOOST item to grab and Power type going through obstacles without slowing down, as simple
and obvious as it is, is terrific. (Especially since you can open up the area for your team ;) )

Cons:

Some vehicles feel really clunky. Mostly the power type. They are known to be slower and have less handling but sometimes it
feels like it will always under perform even when you have the advantage.

Some Teams are so random and stupid that it leaves certain character fans missing out. Vector being on Silver and blaze's team
is the most random choice for a character and its stupid that they just didn't add Team chaotix if they wanted vector for that
purpose. Also Zavok on Team Eggman is laughable, there have been other villains in the game that could have worked better,
hell even the E.G.G pawns would have sufficed. and lastly, cream not being on Team Rose is a bit silly, but the chao fit well so
it's really not too big a deal (Unless you're a cream fan)

Customization for cars is interesting, but ultimately unnecessary.

The wisps ARE a unique idea for items, but some are very uncreative. BURST is probably the least interesting.

Overall the game is very solid. Online has minor issue, usually network errors, but not enough to ruin the enjoyment. A great
game if you love kart races and are a fan of the Sonic Characters. I'd absolutely recommend getting this.
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Simply a game delight. What interesting gameplay. I hope there is a continuation, something like "Upside Down 2". New maps.
I confess that I started to play expecting to complete the 40 stages quickly, but as I approached the 30 I started to feel sad to
notice that soon the game would end. I sincerely hope for a continuation.

Simplesmente uma delícia de jogo. Que jogabilidade interessante. Espero que exista uma continuação, algo como "Upside
Down 2". Novos mapas. Confesso que comecei a jogar esperando completar rapidamente os 40 estágios, mas ao me aproximar
do 30 comecei a ficar triste por notar que logo o jogo acabaria. Espero de coração por uma continuação.. Althought there are
many pieces of materials in this pack, but i don't recommend you to buy it.
Why? Characters are in different size & art compare to MV standard size, after resized they don't really fit into the game.
There are 229 face sheets, but exactly 77 sheets are in completely different art style that i couldn't put them into the game.
And, for those faces, there is NO Sideview battler for them at all - that mean those characters can be used as NPC only and not
ACTORS. So the only things that i could use from this pack was some animals characters ... Its actually a cool game for the
price.... its good even in 2019. The art is pretty, but the story isn't all that entertaining, and I've never known strangers to fall so
helplessly in love after being incredibly frustrated with one another. Not the strongest story telling. Perhaps once you get to the
meat of the story it gets better but... I am not terribly interested in going through multiple times.

I did enjoy the world that is lurking behind the story and I would be interested to learn more about that, but I would need a more
compelling lead and less abrupt love to get there.

Maybe... a 3/10 or 4/10.. Generally, the tutorial is pretty amazing. Author knows exactly when viewer might have a question and
covers entire proccess very thorougly. Despite watching hundreds of similar tutorials on the web, this is the only one truly made
UWV unwrapping logical and simple. So generally, I recommend this tutorial to everyone who has a general grasp of 3ds Max
and beginner (or higher) skill of box modelling.

But also - what I learned or thought while watching this tutorial:

* If everyone would put such insane, almost autistic attention into modelling and texturing as show in this video, games would
each take 50 years to complete. I cannot believe there's a software company boss who pays by the hour and lets any modeller
spend such time and work on a single weapon model. But as a tutorial, it's perfect, of course.

* UWV Unwrapping is a thing human beings SHOULD NOT DO. I still don't understand why those guys at Autodesk keep
adding tools to do it manually instead of - I don't know - writing a proper algorithm to solve this computational question that's
been up and badly handled since 1996. Or if it's really that hard mathematically, maybe let learning computers get crack at this?
When author of this video started unwrapping various bolts and nuts, it seriously made me cringe. I repeat, letting humans still
do this manually is serious waste of talent and lifetime.

* Physically-based texturing and amazing procedural systems like Substance Painter demonstrated in this tutorial probably
single-handedly wipe most of knowledge of old-school modellers. This tutorial hardly uses any photoshop at all. But I think it's
good. This tutorial sets a good case to prove this.

* Doing basically everything using shortcuts makes cramped, horrible case of failed UI design (of 3ds Max) that's only gone
worse, year by year -- almost tolerable. As author does and encourages watchers to do.

So yeah, I highly recommend to watch this if you have any interest in box-modelling, modelling in general or curiosity how far
we've come in tools and tehnique past 15 years.

Patch 0.1 is here!:
List of changes:

- Fixed blocked controllers bug
- Added spawning additional rockets and enemies to prevent getting stuck in the harpoon tutorial
- Models of rocket and shield were changed.
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